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Our Dear Land
EPORTS on the nationalised industries are presented
annually to Parliament. They are the subject of
press comment and of public discussion. Interested people
can obtain copies and discover for themselves how "our"
railways, "our" mines, "our" airways, and so on, are
faring. Admittedly the reports are usually gravely disturbing. They reinforce the view that the British people
have made a bad bargain and that it would have been
better to have left the industries to make profits for
shareholders instead of losses for taxpayers. Nevertheless,
the principle of accountability to Parliament is sound. It
should be extended.
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A similar, detailed report on the state of what in
truth is "our" land should be presented annually by a
responsible Minister. For in fact, if not in law, every
British citizen is a "shareholder" in the national estate,
each holding equal title by virtue of his or her presence
on British soil. Only the most obtuse or contrary would
deny that it is the presence of people, their economic
activities and demands, which alone gives land its value.
It would evaporate as the morning mists if, for any
reason, everybody fled the country.
Parliament and the people should know exactly how
many millions of pounds of community-created land value
exist, ready to be tapped for public purposes. This, the
most vital of all "vital statistics," is deliberately concealed.
Even the Cabinet is in the dark. A report such as we
have in mind would end this sorry state of affairs. It
would also show how values had fluctuated from place
to place during the period of account. Then the public
would be able to see how improvements made with taxpayers' money—a bridge, for instance—enhance the value
of the land they serve, enriching favoured private individuals. Such gross unfairness would be speedily brought
to an end—once taxpayers realised what is happening.
And that, of course, is why there is no public land
valuation in Britain, and no report to Parliament on the
lines we have suggested.
A poor, but useful, substitute is to be found in the

Estates Gazette. At the turn of each year it publishes
in several instalments reports by land practitioners
throughout the country on the state of the property
market during the preceding twelve months. They afford
a comprehensive picture which is most valuable although,
unfortunately, comparatively few actual prices are cited.
Those so far published, covering more than 20 counties,
emphasise that the already record high price for land in
1957 rose still higher last year. Report after report speaks
of the market "scarcity" of land for industrial and residential development. The confident expectation is that
demand will continue to exceed market supply during the
present year so that, short of some unforeseeable eventuality, the price of land will continue to mount during
1959. We quote and summarise under classified headings
some typical reports.
BUILDING LAND
Berkshire: "Not since the war has the price of building
land sites shown such an increase"; Cheshire: "Increasingly r a r e . . . a few acres with planning permission, and
with services available, are readily saleable, at between
£1,000 and £2,000 an acre, and small plots will realise a
higher price"; Leicestershire: "A case of demand far
exceeding supply, and prices have been very high"; Middlesex : "Very great demand . . . higher prices than ever have
been realised (£5,000 per acre has not been unusual),
further inflating the cost of new houses."
INDUSTRIAL SITES
Messrs. Chamberlain & Willows, of London, report:
"Sites suitable for industry near London have been in
good demand, and have fetched improved prices where
town planning consent is available. Recent increases in
value are probably more noticeable because land prices
remained at little more than 1939 figures during the period
when building licences were needed." A firm with eight
widely scattered branches reports that demand is very
strong, another reports that industrial land in N.E.
England is scarce and much in demand, in spite of high
building costs. Agents elsewhere tell a similar story.

SHOP SITES
Reports follow the familiar pattern of recent years. In
the best commercial positions shop premises and suitable
sites are in keen demand, the "multiples" and investors
competing for a strictly limited supply. As a result, the
already fantastically high prices are continuing to rise,
especially where redevelopment is planned. In secondary
positions, prices appear to have weakened. Shops in
prime positions with leases which provide for periodically
revisable rents, to keep pace with inflation, are in keen
demand by investors.
AGRICULTURAL LAND
Farm land fetched "good prices" when it came on the
market last year. One report—from Bedfordshire—notes
that business men are still looking for reasonable-sized
holdings offering the advantages of occupation, which
afford a hedge against inflation, scope for capital appreciation, and death duty advantages.
Another—from
Suffolk—refers to an ever-increasing unsatisfied demand,
tersely commenting : " It is not surprising, therefore, that
land values should remain very firm." Over a period a
steady appreciation of farm land prices is expected. Farm
rentals also rose last year. The same report suggests that
before long the general level of rents will approximate to
the level of new lettings. It envisages that as a result the
premium on possession, which has been such a powerful
factor since the war, may largely disappear and that more
private capital will be attracted to the industry.
In South Wiltshire very high prices were obtained at
auction for reasonable-sized farms. In Berkshire the
smaller dairy farms fell in value. Poor farms are becoming
difficult to sell, but big arable farms fetched increased
prices.
In Kent all good farm land commanded an even higher
figure than in recent years. According to Messrs. Burrows
& Co., of Ashford, this was mainly the result of the
continued inflation. Farmers had not made much money
during the last year or two. Many buyers represented
strong institutions, companies and societies who required
agricultural investments.
Throughout the country tenant farmers bought their
farms when they came on the market.
OTHER ASPECTS
So much, in general terms, for the price and scarcity
of land. Many other interesting aspects of their experience is touched on by the agents in their reports.
For instance, while increasing demand for a fixed quantity
is causing land prices to rise, office rentals seem to have
reached their peak and, in places, to be falling as a result
of new building. Supply is overtaking demand. This
underlines one of the essential differences between natural
resources and labour products. The natural tendency is
for the latter to become steadily cheaper.
Politicians' talk of preserving the value of the currency
is taken with a pinch of salt, as witness this comment by
a Bedford firm of estate agents: "It seems to be accepted
that each year will bring a certain amount of inflation,
16

and the public are realising that property is one of the
best hedges against this."
The same firm also notes that "the colonisation of
certain areas by foreign elements has caused a very substantial decrease in values [of older houses], in many
cases making properties in some roads virtually unsaleable, except to other foreigners." The "foreign elements"
have lowered the tone of the neighbourhood and, in so
doing, the value of land. The actual houses, as structures,
are no less desirable. This illustrates the point that the
value of any given piece of land is due to external
factors.
Messrs. Rippon, Boswell & Co., of Exeter, among
others, confirm our view of the probable effect of the
Government's scheme to help people to buy pre-1919
houses: "Surely it will help very greatly to sell them and
their prices will rise." Several reports express satisfaction
with market value basis for compensation for land acquired
compulsorily, and all confirm that the Rent Act has
worked smoothly. But houses to let seldom come on to
the market.
TOWN PLANNING
Attention is drawn by several reports to the way that
town planning, by limiting supply, raises the price of
land on which development is permitted. This is a further
instance of how the value of any parcel of land is governed
by external factors.
One result of planning control, noted by Messrs. Whitehead & Whitehead, of Chichester, is that it sometimes
forces into the villages purchasers who have no real love
of the country and who would prefer to live on the outskirts of a town. The effect on the villages is said to be
not always beneficial. "It also adds—apparently without
any useful purpose—to traffic congestion on the roads,
to the cost of necessary road improvements and the installation of services where they would not otherwise be
necessary." And because of the resultant increased use
of cars to reach the main shopping centre, and so on, this
policy does little or nothing to ease congestion in the
central areas of the towns.
The planning authorities' practice of releasing only
small areas at a time for development is adversely commented upon by Messrs. Fox & Sons, a south coast firm.
"If a more distant and comprehensive view could be taken,
and a reasonable amount of land made available, it
would be a considerable factor in reducing the cost of
land and, in consequence, the price of houses." Evidently
the land speculator is not alone in forcing up the monopoly price of land.
Space allows only one more planning comment. It
comes from the London firm, Chamberlain & Willows.
"Planning restrictions often seem to be prompted by the
desire for control rather than real planning needs."
Despite every effort made by the authorities to direct industry elsewhere, by offering attractive terms and financial
assistance, and by exercising controls, there is still a tremendous demand for factory space in London and the
Home Counties.
LAND & LIBERTY

NOTES OF
THE MONTH

Freedom To Travel
State Transport Faces Both Ways

H E principle on which the taxation of land values rests
has been adopted by two nationalised British transport
undertakings. The object is to prevent — or at least, to
reduce — the speculative withholding of valuable space.
In future, train passengers will have to pay in advance
the full fee for a "sleeper" (75 per cent will be refundable
where reservations are cancelled in good time) and passengers booking to fly by B.E.A. to the Channel Islands will
have to pay a non-returnable deposit of £1 a seat. A number of passengers using these services have been booking
alternative reservations as a form of insurance. This has
resulted in disappointment for others; planes have been
flying with empty seats while would-be passengers have
been left behind.

T

The steps now announced will tend to squeeze out the
dog-in-a-manger speculator, increasing opportunities for
others and ensuring a more economic use of valuable
space. Those who persist in holding sleeping berths and
plane seats vacant will have to pay for the privilege. How
long before the same rule is applied to valuable land?
HERE is other transport news worth noting. It all
has to do with state monopoly. First there is the Eagle
Airways affair. This private company plans to fly people
from London to Cyprus for £41 15s. for the return trip.
The nationalised B.E.A. have lodged an official protest.
They charge £108 for the same service and £85 night
tourist rate. Their case, if such it can be called, is that
they and their subsidiary provide an adequate service. The
Eagle plan, they claim, would divert traffic from present
services and would undermine the international fare structure in the area as well as hamper B.E.A.'s own scheme
for low fares in the future.
It will be scandalous — but not surprising — if the
" free enterprise" British Government supports the
nationalised monopoly undertaking.
From an Amsterdam despatch, January 11, it appears
that the same Government is attempting to shield the
other nationalised British airline, B.O.A.C., from a little
competition in the Far East. Mr. Macmillan, Prime Minister, is reported to have sent a "personal message" to the
Royal Dutch Government stating that starting in February
the Royal Dutch Airlines, K.L.M., will not be allowed
to use Singapore on its regular service more than once a
week. The Dutch Foreign Minister expressed the great
disappointment of his Government. A K.L.M. spokesman
said that the decision was unacceptable. It was completely
contrary to the present development in civil aviation all
over the world.
So much for airways. The nationalised British Railways
showed their cloven hoof a few weeks before Christmas
when a bus company lodged an application to run express
coaches from London to Birmingham when the new

T
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motorway is completed. "Our" railways promptly opposed
the application, not relishing the prospect of such competition. A cheap trip home to see Mum in the Midlands is
contrary to the national interest?
The remaining items are happier. The nationalised
London Transport has received three sharp reminders in
recent months that man abhors monopoly as does nature
a vacuum. It all started last summer during the protracted bus strike. Thousands of people sent donations to the
People's League for the Defence of Freedom, enabling
them to put more than 30 buses on the road.
In the late autumn, no doubt influenced by this example,
the Liberals on Finchley Council ran a "pirate" bus service, their wives acting as conductors, in protest against the
service provided by London Transport. The service has
since improved.
More recently there have been a few, widely scattered
" sit down strikes" on London Transport underground
trains. Passengers have protested in the only peaceful way
open to them •— there being no alternative, competing
service — against being asked to vacate trains which are
turned round before reaching their scheduled destination.
And although London Transport issued a rather highhanded warning that if they persisted they might all land
up in a distant siding, it also promised to instal loudspeakers immediately. These will dispel the ignorance of
what is going on that has given rise to needless illwill and
confusion.
As we go to press it is announced that the Road Haulage
Association is to launch an advertising campaign to put
the case for free enterprise road transport. Protests from
the Labour Party may be expected. It clings to its quaint
belief that monopoly, if publicly owned, is good for you.
Many who shared that belief a decade ago do so no longer.

Freedom To Eat
BUTTER-FINGERED POLITICIANS
AST May the Tory Government took steps to price
butter off the British working man's bread. It did so in
response to tear-jerking pleas by the Socialist Government
in New Zealand and with the approval of the British
Labour Party and the Trades Union Council. The New
Zealanders, themselves vigorously dumping butter here
at prices well below those paid by the Dairy Board to
N.Z. farmers, self-righteously protested against the similar actions of certain European countries.
With unaccustomed alacrity, the British Government
withdrew the open general licence, so far as Belgium was
concerned, so as to prevent the delivery of 1,000 tons of
very cheap ex-store butter from that country. Shortly after,
a ban was placed on Polish and other East European
butter and the Governments of Sweden and Finland,
"traditional suppliers", were asked to limit their exports.

L
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The polite request was backed by a threat that otherwise
anti-dumping duties would be imposed.
The object of the exercise was to "strengthen" — i e to
raise against the British consumer — the price of N Z
butter in the declared interest of New Zealand in general
and her dairy farmers in particular. One of the latter called
at our offices last summer. He said that he would be well
content to receive 18d. a pound from the one monopoly
buyer to whom he and other farmers were compelled to
seU their whole output. Instead, they received 30d. As a
result there was over-production and the price of dairy
farm land had risen fantastically in response to the fat
returns which this policy made possible. The consequence
was that those who had bought their holdings since the
war (about one-third of the dairy farmers, many of them
ex-servicemen) were heavily mortgaged. They needed high
prices in order to make a modest living. But those who had
bought their farms earlier were living in luxury on artificially swollen land values.
The price of butter in Britain's shops has now risen
by a shilling or more a pound since last May. Two days
before Christmas the Board of Trade announced that the
situation had been reviewed with Mr. C. F. Skinner, the
N.Z. Deputy Premier, and that its restrictions on Belgian
butter and the British Government's requests to the Governments of Finland and Sweden were being withdrawn.
There would be discussions with the Polish Government
about future imports from Poland, and the talks with the
Irish Government were being allowed to lapse. Mr.
Skinner had been assured that the U.K. Government
would act expeditiously if imports of subsidised butter
assumed such proportions that they caused or threatened
material injury to New Zealand producers.
There is not much comfort in all this for the poorer
folk in Britain — the great majority — but it is some
satisfaction that a ceiling has been placed on butter prices.
Probably the margarine manufacturers are responsible.
This unsavoury incident well illustrates how free trade
would benefit the ordinary working man, and how state
monopoly marketing schemes enrich the landed interests
and can impair international relations. Affairs have reached
a pretty pass when a Socialist Minister has to fly 12,000
miles to urge a Tory Government to raise the cost of
living, and when his wish is met.
FOOD STORE THAW ?
/ " O P P O S I N G the application to increase the present 10
"
per cent tariff duty on frozen peas (reported in our
December issue), the Free Trade Union has submitted a
memorandum to the Board of Trade. This states that
total sales of frozen foods have almost quadrupled since
1956, and now account for 1 per cent of total consumer
expenditure on food. The range of such foods has been
considerably extended during this period and the number
of shops handling them has doubled. Partly this is
because the time they save is a boon to married women
who are at work. But a more important factor has been
the narrowing price differential between non-frozen and
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frozen food-stuffs. The latter are no longer in the semiluxury class. A higher tariff duty, by widening the price
differential, could harm the prospects of the frozen food
industry generally because falling sales of frozen peas
might make shopkeepers reluctant to instal or extend
existing frozen food cabinets.
The right of the consumer to buy in a free market is
asserted, and reference is made to the Government's
ambition to set the people free. Restrictions on trade would
be contrary to this declared intention. The memorandum
also points out that certain of the frozen food industry's
costs are higher than those of its competitors because
import duties are levied on some of their raw materials.
EVEN HERRINGS ARE TAXED
R E C E N T application to the Board of Trade for the
removal of the present 10 per cent import duty on
fresh herrings imported for reduction to meal and oil
prompted the Free Trade Union to submit a memorandum
to the Board in these terms:
A

"Although public funds are currently employed to pay
a subsidy for catches of herring, the supplies available
for the factories which reduce the herrings to meal and oil
are totally inadequate. Consequently, there is u n d e r e m ployment of resources in the factories and higher costs
result. Foreign competitors, meanwhile, are not similarly
handicapped seeing that herring meal enjoys duty free
entry into this country.
" This, in itself, is an indefensible state of affairs and
should be remedied forthwith by the removal of the tariff.
And whilst it should not be necessary to add anything
further in support of the case there is one point of a
general nature which is of relevance having regard to the
paradoxical situation to which the retention of the tariff
gives rise.
" T h e factories which are being adversely affected are
situated in areas where the level of unemployment is above
the national average. Yet, such areas have been made the
subject of special legislation; therefore, the retention of
this tariff with its adverse effects is contrary to declared
Government policy."

"Freer" Trade
QUOTA BONFIRE IN FRANCE
c NOW, human hair, tortoiseshell claws, and mustard flour
^ may now be imported into France without quantitative
restriction from member countries of the Organisation for
European Economic Co-operation and their dependent
overseas territories.
The range of items so liberalised (covering some 90 per
cent of French imports) staggers the layman's imagination
They include raw materials, foodstuffs, chemicals and
chemical products such as fertilisers, cosmetics and
medicinal preparations, and metals. Among the many
notable omissions are machinery and motor cars. If space
permitted it would be amusing to speculate upon some of
the more bizarre items. (The same could be done with
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any country's tariff and quota schedule.)
The list reveals the protectionist's devilish assiduity in
frustrating the legitimate pursuits and aspirations of producers and consumers. It provides a comment on postwar
•'economic co-operation" in Europe. By sweeping these
absurdities into the dustbin, General de Gaulle has served
France well. The remaining quotas should meet the same
fate.
The General (then Prime Minister, now President)
announced the import liberalisation policy in a broadcast
on December 28. Austerity measures would also be taken.
These include increased taxation and reduced consumer
and other subsidies, reduced budgetary aid to nationalised
industries, especially the railways, and adjustments to
make the social insurance "pay its way". The franc had
already been devalued and given external convertibility.
Though harsh, the overall policy is broadly correct.
Years of high protection and concomitant inflation made
it inescapable. It is defective because it leaves intact the
source from which all economic and social evils flow.
Would it not have been better to have loosened the
stranglehold grip of land monopoly—by imposing a national, uniform tax on land values—instead of making matters
more difficult for producers and consumers by increasing
wrongful taxation?

per cent in the same conditions as in the case of industrial
products, at least as far as non-liberalised items are concerned, the statement explained.
The Common Market countries did not make this reduction subject to reciprocal treatment being granted by
third countries but they would welcome a similar move
on their part. Each member State would promptly enact
implementing provisions on the basis of a rough assessment
of the Common External Tariff.
France took action before Christmas to carry out the
decision, at least in part. According to the Board of Trade
Journal, January 9, West German tariff reductions were
expected to affect only about 20 industrial items and some
120 items of foodstuffs.
The Journal stated that is was unlikely that the three
Benelux countries (Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg) would make many tariff reductions "as much of
the Benelux tariff is already below the probable level of
the future common tariff of the E.E.C."
This supports what we have contended from the outset:
the Common Market is a protectionist device that will
bestow precious few economic benefits on the consumers
in the six countries. In the long run, Frenchmen and
Italians will pay lower tariff taxes while people in the other
four countries — as things stand at present — will pay
more.

10 PER CENT OF SOME

A

STATEMENT by the Secretary-General of the
Council of the European Economic Community (the
Common Market) addressed to all members of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade was published in the
Board of Trade Journal, January 9. It refers to the welcome decision (reported in our December issue) of the
Common Market countries to reduce tariff duties on goods
from outside to the same extent and at the same time as
the reductions being made by each of the " The Six"
in favour of goods from its partners.
As given in the B. of T. Journal, the statement makes
no reference to quotas. Press reports in early December
had stated that for goods from other O.E.E.C. countries
quotas would be increased by 20 per cent on a reciprocal
basis.

The statement explains that on January 1, " T h e S i x "
would reduce by 10 per cent their Customs duties which
are in excess of the Common External Tariff, in respect
of industrial products, provided that this did not reduce
the duties to a level lower than the Common Tariff.
This is a far cry from the popular belief that all tariff
taxes were going to be cut by one-tenth. Products of the
European Coal and Steel Community (the Schuman cartel)
are specifically excluded. There are other products—which,
and how many is not stated—to which the tariff cuts will
not apply.
Tariff reductions would be provisional and valid for
an indeterminate period. E.E.C. member States would reduce their Customs duties on agricultural products by 10
FEBRUARY, 1959

Two Liberal Leaders
PRESIDENT ON LAND VALUES
IR Arthur Comyns Carr discussed urban land values
in his " President's Topic " feature in the Liberal News*
recently. As one would expect, he was friendly towards
the taxation and rating of land values. He likened the present rating system to an annual purchase tax on buildings
-—a good talking point. Town planning had concentrated
values on sites where development is permitted. It had also
removed the objection, sometimes encountered, that landvalue rating would stimulate development to the detriment
of amenities. This is true although the objection itself
largely rests on misunderstanding.
Wrongly and rather remarkably, Sir Arthur supposed
that no one in Britain suggests that "with public expenditure as it is today, a Site Tax should be the only tax."
Many do. But they always carefully point out how much
of present expenditure arises precisely because land values
are not taxed, and that the need for revenue would fall as
a direct consequence of shifting taxation off labour and on
to the economic rent of land.
Sir Arthur's succeeding sentences lent colour to their
view. Community-created land values " have by now become so fantastic that even a small tax on them would
produce a very large revenue. This growth is still going
on before our eyes, though unnoticed by most, at a
colossal rate." (If a small tax would be so productive,
think what a 100 per cent levy on land values would yield!)
" For instance, a few weeks ago I visited an 'outer dormi-

S

* In adjacent columns Mr. P. R. Stubbings, editor of Land &
Liberty, had an article on Compulsory Purchase and L.V.T.
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tory' constituency where I found that building-plots which
in 1939 were available at £50 were now being sold for
£800. This in an area where there had been no transport
improvements since the war; much greater where there
are, or will be, new main roads or railways.

no case on economic grounds for it wherever access to
the resources of nature is open to all on equal terms.
Rather the contrary. For not only does each man produce
wealth to sustain himself and his family, but a constantly
expanding population permits the division of labour to be
continually extended, thus increasing productivity. The
younger generation is better able to support elderly
dependents.
Forced industrialisation depends on restraints to trade,
confiscatory taxation and bureaucracy.
Production
becomes the plaything of politicians: it is costly, inefficient
and unpredictable, the master rather than the servant of
the people, and a prime cause of inflation. This already
is India's plight. Mr. Grimond renders ill service by
suggesting that she can restore her health by taking a
further spoonful of the same poisonous mixture.

" I f the land taxes of the Liberal Budget of 1909-10
had not been repealed (with Lloyd-George's deplorable consent when the Tories exacted this from him as part of the
price of their support in 1918), the revenue from them
would by this time have been colossal, and today's picture
of taxation would have been totally different. It is high
time we did what we can at this late date to put this
right."
As shown in our January issue, the Lloyd-George taxes
were a far cry from the straightforward taxation of land
values. Yet, even though they would allow millions of
pounds of economic rent to escape through loopholes,
they would—Sir Arthur assures us—yield a "colossal
revenue" today. Perhaps the Single Taxers are not so
wide of the mark, after all.

When he writes of " land reform " has he in mind the
taxation of land values ? His persistent silence about this
vital plank in the Liberal Party's programme suggests that
he does not. Since he assumed the party leadership we
have scanned The Liberal News each week, and always
in vain, for some word from him on this subject. There
was not even a passing reference to Land-Value Taxation
—or to Free Trade—in his new year message to constituency associations as printed in the Liberal News.

ANIMAL, VEGETABLE OR MINERAL ?
T S Mr. Jo Grimond, Liberal Party leader, a Malthusian,
a
protectionist and a state economic planner? A passage
in the " Forecast for 1959 " he contributed to the Daily
Sketch of January 2 points in that direction. It r e a d :
" W h a t most Africans and Asians want is food,
clothing and a leader they feel to be their own. It
is the same in India, whose people yearn to escape
from poverty. But how can they unless they are forced
—yes, forced—to accept land reform, and birth control
and the industrial way of l i f e ? "
1

Unquestionably India would be transformed if a start
were made on collecting for her poverty stricken millions
the land rental values which they create and which now
find their way into private pockets. That is the essential
prerequisite for sound economic development. By cheapening land and enabling present crushing tax burdens to be
lightened it would stimulate and facilitate industrial expansion. Foreign capital would be attracted. Food production would augment as the grip of the landlord and
money lender was loosened from the peasant. Wages
would rise. The community would derive at least a part
of the economic benefits conferred on land owners by the
irrigation and hydro-electricity and other developmental
schemes now being undertaken by government.
Sun Yat Sen and Tolstoy were convinced that the
taxation of land values was practicable in the China and
Russia of their day. Is there any ground to doubt its
feasibility in modern India? There are not lacking in
that country determined men and women of vision and
understanding—for instance, members of the Libertarian
Social Institute in Bombay—who are striving to secure
this reform.
Birth control is a matter for individual decision. To
force its adoption would be grossly illiberal. There is
20

Tory Socialism
HOUSING LOANS A N D GIFTS
r r i H E House Purchase and Housing Bill, embodying the
J - Government's proposals to help the sale and modernisation of older houses (L & L December), was given
an unopposed Second Reading in the Commons on
December 15. F o r the Opposition, Mr. G. R. Mitchison
described it as a watch stolen from the Labour Party and
filled with dirt so that he was uncertain whether it would
tell the right time, or go.
From a cursory glance through Hansard it appears that
no M.P. pointed out how the Government's wish to see
home ownership extended and old houses made more
comfortable to live in, could be realised without imposing
any new burden on either taxpayers or ratepayers. All that
is necessary is to cheapen building materials and house
sites, and to remove the present tax penalties on occupation and improvement. Tariff duties and other taxes
on building materials should be abolished and rates
should be assessed on site values instead of on buildings.
The new Bill goes in the opposite direction. Every artificial obstacle to the ownership and improvement of houses
is left intact. The number of people receiving favours
apparently from the State but in fact from their neighbours is increased. U p to one hundred million pounds is
to be advanced to approved building societies for them to
lend to purchasers of pre-1919 houses. Further public
monies — the Government does not know how much —
are to be dispensed as outright gifts to enable people to
instal one or more "standard amenities" as follows: £25
for a fixed bath or shower; £75 for a hot water supply;
25
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£40 for a water closet; £10 for food storage facilities.
These are maxima. Grants are not to exceed one-half of
costs actually incurred.
The Bill contains several incidental provisions with
which we are not concerned. Its passage through Parliament seems assured. Even so, though we beat the air in
vain, we protest against this latest paternalistic redistribution of private property. Government should take its
hand out of people's pockets and its nose out of their
affairs: they could all house themselves handsomely if
only the land tenure and taxation systems were reformed
on Henry George's lines. State aid is a poor substitute for
justice and self reliance.

Land Speculation
AUSTRIAN TOWNS DEMAND L.V.T.
UNICIPAL concern about the stranglehold grip of
land monopoly found expression in Vienna on November 23 last when the Union of Austrian Towns
adopted a Resolution along the following lines:
" This Union has repeatedly pointed out—without encountering opposition—the consequences that threaten
unless new legislation is passed that will enable building
land to be bought at reasonable prices so that the communities can erect dwellings and construct roads instead
of having either to look on helplessly at catastrophic
development or pay fantastically high prices for land which
owes its high value to the pioneering work done by the

M

communities.
" Today almost everybody knows that land speculation
has reached unbearable proportions and that increases in
land values which are due to developments undertaken
by the communities, i.e. at the expense of every citizen,
go not for the benefit of every citizen but for the benefit
of those who place their personal advantage before that
of the public interest.
" The politicians active in the Austrian municipalities
assembled at this fourteenth Meeting of Austrian Towns
appeal to all those responsible to use their influence so as
not to allow the price of land to determine the development pattern of Austrian towns but on the contrary to
make it possible for the towns to be developed in accordance with the planning and building principles established
by law."
The Resolution concluded by demanding a municipal
land-value tax and a temporarily limited increment duty.
It claimed that one beneficial by-product would be that
then only in isolated cases would it still be necessary to
use the coercive powers contained in the present planning
laws.
A copy of the Resolution was sent by the general secretary of the Union of Austrian Towns to Dr. M.
Pfannschmidt, a vice-president in West Germany of our
International Union. We have slightly adapted the translation kindly provided by another German I. U. member,
Mr. Erich Zincke.
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European Common Market — 1

Operation of the Treaty of Rome
From the "Board of Trade Journal",
r p HE Treaty of Rome which establishes the European
A Economic Community of W. Germany, France,
Italy and the Benelux countries (the Six) came into force
on January 1, 1958, and provides for the first steps
towards the formation of a customs union between these
countries to be taken on January 1, 1959. The following
paragraphs describe the main provisions in the Treaty
for achieving this union:
TARIFFS
The Treaty provides for the reduction by the Six, on
January 1, 1959, of all tariffs against one another by 10
per cent from the level at which they were levied on
January 1, 1957*. This cut will apply to revenue as well
as to protective duties but not to taxes on imports which
are the equivalent of internal taxes ; member states may
substitute an internal tax where they reduce a revenue
duty.
A second tariff cut is due on June 1, 1960. This cut
must achieve an overall reduction in customs receipts by
10 per cent and the duty on each item must be lowered
by at least 5 per cent. A similar cut is to follow on
January 1, 1962. Thereafter the remaining tariffs between
the Six will be progressively reduced and eliminated over
a further period of 8-11 years.
The Treaty of Rome does not oblige the Six to alter
tariffs against the outside world before January 1, 1962.
On this date member countries are due to take the first
step towards bringing their individual external tariffs into
line with the proposed common tariff. Where rates of
duty are very close to those for the common tariff they
will be brought into line at once. For all other duties
the difference between them and the proposed common
tariff rate will be reduced by 30 per cent. The assimilation
of the individual tariffs to the common tariff will be completed over a further period of 8-11 years. There is,
however, provision for members of the Six to move more'
rapidly to the common tariff if they wish.
The result intended is that at the end of 11-14 years
from next January all customs duties between the member
states will have been abolished and they will have a common external tariff against the rest of the world. This
common tariff has still to be worked out in detail but the
general principle is that it should be the arithmetic
average of the rates charged by the four Customs territories (W. Germany, Italy, France and Benelux) on
January 1, 1957. France, Italy and Benelux are, however,
to use higher rates for this calculation for certain items.
The Treaty also lays down what the common tariff is
to be for some items and has provided that for certain
other items the common tariff shall be negotiated.
QUOTAS
On January 1, 1959, the Six are obliged to combine any
bilateral quotas granted to other members of the Six into
22
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common quotas open to all members. The common quota
for each individual item must be increased by not less
than 10 per cent, and the total value of all the common
quotas must be increased by not less than 20 per cent
(where a country has liberalised more than 90 per cent
in O.E.E.C. credit can be taken for the liberalisation over
90 per cent in calculating this 20 per cent).
In addition, if the common quota does not amount to
the equivalent of 3 per cent of domestic production in the
importing country the quota shall be increased to that
level. Where a member of the Six grants no quota at all
at present it is also obliged to establish a common quota
for its partners equal to 3 per cent of home production.
In cases where a country has no domestic production the
size of its import quota is to be fixed by the European
Economic Commission.
Quotas are due to be increased annually in accordance
with these rules. In the case of small quotas these must
be increased to the equivalent of 4 per cent of domestic
production at the start of 1960 and 5 per cent at the start
of 1961. The aim of these rules is to ensure that no quota
restrictions remain between member countries by the end
of 11-14 years from January 1, 1959.
AGRICULTURE
The above rules for abolishing tariffs and quotas
between the Six member countries of the European
Economic Community apply to agricultural items as well
as to industrial ones. There are, however, special rules
for agriculture which allow member countries to retain
minimum prices below which imports from one another
can still be restricted.
OVERSEAS TERRITORIES
The overseas territories of the member countries are to
be associated with the European Economic Community
and the tariff reductions by the Six member countries will
be extended to all the overseas territories. These overseas
territories are obliged in return to reduce their duties step
by step towards the member countries and towards other
associated overseas territories. But the associated overseas territories may retain tariffs against the member
countries where these are needed for economic development or for budgetary reasons ; in these cases the overseas
territories are obliged only to apply the progressive tariff
cuts to the difference between the tariff applied to their
mother country and that applied to the other members of
the Six. This will ensure that while they may retain tariffs
against the Six there will by the end of 11-14 years be no
discrimination in favour of the imports from any one of
them. Where for instance France has a preference in one
of her colonies now this will be gradually extended to
Germany, Italy and Benelux.
* Since this date W. Germany has already reduced import duties
on a wide range of industrial goods on an m.f.n. basis see
"Board of Trade Journal", August 16, 1957 and March 28, 1958.
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European Common Market — 2

European Unity in Jeopardy
By D A N
BJ0RNER
Prominent member of the Danish Merchants' Society and Secretary, Danish Henry George Union.
GRUNDSKYLD.
Translated from the Union's Journal,

J

UST now, with Britain and France engaged in a stout
struggle about the Free Trade Area, the economist K.
Storn Hansen and Ole Bent Henriksen have published a
book* which gives us an entirely up-to-date review of
the problems connected with the various markets. The
value of this little publication lies in its summary of the
development of the various endeavours directed ever since
the war towards a liberalisation of the inter-European trade
rather than in the authors' comments on the phenomena
dealt with. Practically everything in this book bears the
stamp of a tendency to pigeonholing and planning, and
nothing — absolutely nothing — can be said to impart
to the reader an understanding of the principal idea behind
the concept of Free Trade. On the contrary, all endeavours
in this direction seem to be bedevilled by the fact that
everybody wants to, but nobody dares.
If I recommend the book in spite of this, I am doing so
because in demonstrating this deplorable fact the book
may have a mission in that it is likely to instil great caution
and reticence towards urgent pleas to join one form or
another of market formation.
Unfortunately the authors are guilty of making definite
statements as to the necessity of certain things which, in
fact, are highly disputable, for example where they say
about the postwar period and the Marshall Plan that " By
reason of the shortage of foreign currency it was necessary to introduce very severe import restrictions . . ." or
" If the frontiers are opened again to goods and capital,
this will be done only when certain reserves of foreign
currency are available." This does not tie up very well with
what the book says 50 pages further on: " The imposing
German post-war recovery has been consistently based on
a free market economy with all the doors to the world
around them being thrown wide open."
Certainly this has been so, and let us listen to the voice
of sound reason and the evidence of good results and stop
talking about restrictions and currency reserves whenever
the occasion arises. He who owns 10 acres of land and one
worn-out spade but no money certainly does not lose in
stature by borrowing the money for a plough and his
livelihood until he has ploughed, sowed and harvested.
There are lots of slips in the book, but let us forget
about them and look upon its positive value, i.e. its disclosure of the discouraging aspects of the endeavour to
form market units.
Many liberally minded people are attracted by the idea
of larger markets. It would be nice to get rid of our petty
bureaucracy and to break down the barriers between a
number of countries. They may fully realise by now that,
for example, the so-called Rome Agreement had revealed
* Frihandel og Fasllesmarked (Free Trade and Common Market).
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certain " imperfections," but they nevertheless feel that
once we have joined, for example, The Six, it will be found
soon enough that a favourable development will really set
things going and remove the detrimental barriers to an
unhampered flow of free trade. To those who think and
feel like this I can strongly recommend a thorough study
of the book under review.
Surely even the most liberally minded person must shrink
from the thought of building up " Free Trade " on something so saturated with considerations of planned economy
as the so-called Rome Agreement. Its function is, after all,
to be something in the nature of a constitution for The
Six. It is worth quoting a few passages from the book:
". . . . but the Common Market countries believed
right from the onset that a removal of customs barriers
would not itself be enough. For a removal of all economic barriers between the countries will lead to competition with one another, and this competition may
have serious consequences unless there is a certain similarity between them in respect of the level of prices,
wages and even certain social conditions."
Think of the possibilities of bureaucratic interpretations
this statement offers. And if we consider the field which is
of particular interest to Denmark, i.e. agricultural products,
this peculiar Rome Agreement appears particularly feeble.
The protection of agricultural products is based on old
traditions on the Continent, and it has proved impossible
for The Six to include agricultural products in the general
liberalisation of trade. The provisions of the agreement
clearly show the difficulties involved and have been
reduced to certain statements of principle outlining that
whilst customs and import restrictions on agricultural products are to be wound up in line with other goods, it is
nevertheless admissable to apply other forms of protection
in order to counteract any increased competition by other
member countries resulting therefrom. However, proposals
for a common market arrangement are to be submitted not
later than two years after the agreement has come into
force with a view to :—
1. increasing productivity
2. guaranteeing agriculture a reasonable (?) standard of living and
3. guaranteeing consumers adequate (?) supplies
at reasonable (?) prices.
One has forebodings of the hand of bureaucracy stretching from the homeland to lie heavily on a European plan.
As problem after problem is solved, things will get worse.
Take the piece in the Rome Agreement dealing with state
support. This envisages that such support may dislocate the
conditions of competition and should therefore not be
23
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given. But no rule without exception: agricultural subsidies are, of course, excluded — and the same applies
to areas in which the standard of living is low or where
there is considerable unemployment, etc. etc. With deft
manipulation everything can be confined within a given
framework. Even the question of dumping has received a
new impetus; this question has a wide scope, and there are
easy means for the "sufferer" to apply counter-measures
of his own. However, the final formulation of the rules to
be applied here has not yet been accepted.
It would be possible to provide a long list of such
planned economy tit-bits, but see for yourself how clearly
the protectionist concept emerges from the passage about
' association of overseas areas." Here it is expressly laid
down in the agreement that such areas are permitted to
impose duties on goods from The Six where this should be
necessary to protect growing industries or as a form of
revenue duty. It is monstrous to appoint people to work
for greater trade freedom if these very same people can
seriously produce such unrealistic proposals. And there
is evidence of the same sort of delusion regardless of
whether The Six, the Free Trade Area, the Nordic Union
or any of their combinations are examined.
It now clearly transpires that those responsible for the
establishment of the big markets, whilst realising that free
trade has its advantages, nevertheless suffer from the
inhibitory notion that state subsidies, restrictions, tariffs and
other official measures may work in favour of the country
applying them at the expense of other countries.
Naturally it would be to the detriment of the market
community if individual members kicked over the traces
Until it is realised that such official steps will be most
harmful to the country taking them, the chances of creating effective large markets will be less than nil.
With regard to the basic views of the six member countries, which are often diametrically opposed, the authors,
who have thoroughly examined the problems involved have
this to say :
" This dualism within The Six has been a governing
factor in the negotiations about the free trade area and
will continue to play a part in their common attitude—
both vis-a-vis the eleven and to the rest of the world
If one were to judge by the contents of the Rome
Agreement alone, there would be reason to fear that
the basic tone in this ensemble will become protectionist
and introverted — the common tariff rates (not yet
worked out in full) to be imposed on non-member
countries and the agricultural policy have already
aroused misgivings. Will The Six, in event of a general
economic recession, sharpen their economic weapons
for an attack on the outer world in order to balance
the consequences of having laid down these arms vis-ivis one another, or will they stand shoulder to shoulder
against those parts of the remaining world which work
on a system of co-operation? Here, as in all other international relationships, the essence of success does not
lie in strict observance of the letter of the law but
in a sincere effort and good will, and to estimate this is
24
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beyond our powers of judgement."
The fact alone that a question of this nature can be
raised should suffice to persuade a country like Denmark
whose vital interests lie in maintaining a maximum level
of foreign trade, to keep well away. There can be few
doubts that we in this country have proceeded a good deal
further in the understanding of the principal thoughts of
free trade. Thanks to the energetic work of freedom-loving
men we have a possibility of learning from our later history of agrarian reforms. We learn that whenever we
followed the road of freedom, wealth came to the country.
Instead of submitting to the possibilities of an interEuropean bureaucracy we ought as soon as possible to
get rid of the trammels applied by ourselves for the prevention of free commerce with the rest of the world. This
will rub the sleep out of our eyes and enable us to follow
the general development clear-eyed and awake. This at
any rate, is a worthy attitude for a free nation to adopt
and we achieve two things. We shall profit ourselves without detriment to others — quite on the contrary. The good
example may become our contribution.

An Argentine Protest
^ j j T U R D Y denunciation of land speculation, as it affects
'-'agricultural workers in the Argentine, appears regularly
in Reforma Agraria, a monthly magazine founded just
over a year ago in Buenos Aires. The October 1958 issue
published under the heading " T h e Lesson of Henry
George " the text of a speech Henry George delivered at
the international conference on The Land Question and
Social Reform held in Paris in 1889.
Reforma Agraria is not a Georgeist publication. If it
were it would not contend that farm workers alone in
the Argentine produce national wealth. Nevertheless it has
caught a glimpse of the land values case and it believes
that the government should not interfere with the price
mechanism but should allow the producer full scope to
exchange the fruits of his labour. That is more radical
than anything British land workers have recently demanded.
HENRY GEORGE SCHOOL
A report on the new term classes in economics and social philosophy will appear next month. This issue went to press before some
had opened.

OBITUARY
Untime
Fr^6
£ d e a t h o f M r ' R ' H ' H ' (R°B<=r) Jones of
fcnth, K e n t - h e was 4 2 - i s a severe loss to the land values cause
and particularly to the Henry George School. He collapsed in the
street on January 6 while on his way to open—at New Eltham-one
of the two International Trade classes he had planned to conduct
this term. Roger was already a reader of Land & Liberty when he
firs attended classes at the H.G.S. in the early 'fifties. His keen
we 1-stocked intellect and warm, generous concern for human
welfare (which found some outlet in voluntary work for T B
suiferers) was combined with a resolute zeal beneath a quietlv
unobtrusive manner. A first-rate tutor, he helped to found and
build up the strong Henry George School movement in N W
Kent and the virile local branch of the Land-Value Taxation
League which has developed consequentially. To his widow in her
bereavement we extend sincere sympathy. P.R.S.
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For the new reader

What Is Land Value-Taxation?
T

HE object of Land-Value Taxation is to restore to
the community what belongs to the community and
thus remove the essential cause of poverty and unemployment, and the pernicious antidotes which those evils have
engendered. When the principle comes to be fully applied
it will remove the basic obstructions which now check
production of the things men desire and which at the
same time empower some to appropriate the product of
others. Land-Value Taxation is based on equal liberty,
equality of opportunity and justice; equal liberty to use
the land and natural resources, equality of opportunity to
gain a living and justice in the distribution of wealth.
Note well the comprehensive meaning of the word
"land". It means all land in city or town or country,
whether suitable for building or for farming or for mining
or for any other purpose. And remember that it is
absolutely necessary to distinguish firmly between land,
the material element, and those things that are the results
of human toil. Be clear also that what is proposed is not
a tax on land according to its area, but a tax according to
its value.
Who Would Pay and How
The taxes that people are obliged to pay now on their
earnings, the things they buy, the food they eat, and their
houses would be reduced or abolished. The public revenue
would be obtained by assessing the rent or value of the
land alone, apart from the value of anything added to
it either by owner or occupier—such as houses, shops,
factories, machinery, farm improvements, crops, cultivation, etc. Structural and other improvements added to
the land would be exempt from taxation, whether national
(state) or local. By a perfectly simple alteration in the
valuation of landed property, we would value each piece
of land and impose taxation on that value. Everything
else would be exempted.
Thus Land-Value Taxation is a substitute for present
rates and taxes levied on trade and industry; it is not an
addition to them. Payable as it would be on the true
market value of land, it would naturally be high where
the land value is high and low where the land value is
low. Also it would be payable by the landowner whether
the land is fully used, or is half used or is not used at all.
The use or non-use of land does not affect the amount
of the tax, since it is the value of the land apart from the
use it is put to that counts. That being so, it would be
impossible for any one to hold valuable land out of use,
or out of its full use, and thus escape contribution, which
occurs to-day despite the clumsy and piecemeal legislation
which purports to check this practice.
The First Step
It is the merit of this reform that it can be introduced
progressively as public opinion may decide until we reach
the full application of the principle. That full principle
is the public appropriation of all economic rent (the value
FEBRUARY, 1959

of land apart from all buildings, cultivation or other improvements) and corresponding relief of industry from
taxation. A start having been made on these lines, it
remains for the public to decide how quickly we shall
advance towards the complete freeing of industry from
taxation.
The Existing System
Let us compare this with the existing system of raising
public revenues, and examine the effect of each on personal
liberty and social relationships. Under our present system
of assessment and taxation no distinction is drawn between
land and labour products. The more fully land is made
use of, the heavier becomes the load of taxation. Per
contra, the more it is neglected or held up for speculation,
no matter how valuable it may be, the more it escapes,
till we reach the absurd and tragic situation that the owner
of valuable and much-needed land has but to forbid its
use altogether and he will escape scot free from any
contribution to the public exchequer. Thus is offered a
premium on land withholding and speculation, with its
repercussions of land famine, high rents and overcrowded
towns, and the threat of unemployment and low wages
which leads to the surrender of liberty in exchange for
State-provided security. A glance round any growing
district will show how powerful is this inducement to
withhold valuable land. Extension of railway or bus
service to outskirts, improved main roads, or even the
mere rumours of these things, stiffens the price asked for
land, and withholding grows apace in view of the prospective rise and the inducement offered by exemption from
rates and taxes so long as land remains unused.
Cause of the House Famine
But further evil is inherent in the present system of
requiring taxation to be paid according to the use which
is made of land instead of levying taxation on the
market value, whether the land is used or not. The burden
which is thus made to fall on houses, shops, factories,
and all other improvements checks the production of such
things and raises the price that has to be paid for them.
When we remember that the occupier must bear this
burden in addition to his rent for land and house, we begin
to grasp at least one reason why houses are scarce, and
rents are high.
Prevent Land Speculation
Under the Land Values system, not only would this
check to production be removed, but a powerful stimulus
would take its place. Full use of land would be encouraged,
speculation penalised, and the supply of land available
for use at fair rent would be increased where now we
artificially restrict it. For with taxation payable on land
according to its market value, independently of the use
it is put to, the speculative element is squeezed out, and it
becomes a losing game to own land unless put to its best
use, which means unless thrown open to labour and enterprise. With taxation applied on this principle, no man or
25
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corporate body could afford to hold more land than he
can put to its most productive use.
N o Unused Land
Land would be held for use only; and never merely for
renting to others, i.e., for levying toll on others for leave
to work. Apply this principle, and the demand of many
reformers, that only those who use land shall be allowed
to have it, will automatically be realised without legislative enforcement or regulation, and an endless vista opened
out for small industry of every kind. The landlord (the
private collector of economic rent as distinct from the
holder of land who makes a living from developing it)
would vanish from the scene; for what object could there
be in acquiring land only for renting to others, if that
rent were taxed into the public purse?
Imagine the effect on the labour market, and, still more
important, the opportunities thrown open for employment
of every kind.
Taking Taxes Off Industry
Turning to the relief of industry, we find that of the
taxes now imposed directly on houses, factories and improvements, nothing would remain if the principle were
fully applied and, in addition, the stifling burden of taxes
on incomes and the commodities of life could be progressively reduced, even if national emergency prevented
their total abolition. Imagine how, in addition to cheapening land, this relief from taxation would affect the
economic and social position; how it would stimulate
production, increase the demand for labour and the
opportunities for self-employment, migitate or even abolish
the housing difficulty. To attain these ends no experiments
with new social systems are called for, no bureaucratic
monster of State ownership and management; but simply
the overthrow of obstructive land and taxation laws which
now block the way to common people who wish to gain
a living in their own way, whether as free individuals
working on their own, or grouped in voluntary co-operation with their fellows.
True Reform
To rid ourselves of obstructions which stand between us
and nature's storehouse should be the first aim of the
reformer. After that much may remain to be done, but this
is the first and greatest step to better things, and we may
find that, under the new conditions it will usher in, many
a social problem which now looms large and threatening
will be reduced to manageable dimensions or disappear
altogether. No social question is so important as Man's
proper relationship to the earth on which he lives, moves,
and has his being. Land-Value Taxation applied in full
puts this relationship on a basis of equity, because, under it,
those who occupy positions of special advantage are called
upon to pay to the whole people for that advantage, and
then left free to earn their livings. Thus, without nationalising the land itself, and without any bureaucratic control
over the occupier, equal rights to use the land are secured
through nationalisation of its rent.
At first sight this may seem a small reform from which
to expect such great results, but may it not be likened to

the points on a railway track which can be so set as to
turn the train either into a rich and delectable country
or into a desert? To shift the points is a small thing in
itself, but on that simple movement depends all that will
happen to the train and its passengers on their journey.
How Land Differs from Capital
Critics are fond of describing land and its rent as merely
a "form of capital", and ask why any particular "form
of capital" should be singled out for taxation. To do that
they tdl us, would be an outrage. WeU, let us examine this
" form of capital " — economic rent — which taxation of
land values would, as quickly as expediency allows, turn
into the public treasury in lieu of the taxes which now
oppress industry.
Land Value or economic rent is recognised by every
progressive thinker as the communal fund par excellence
because it is not the product of any individual or group of
individuals, but arises and is maintained from day to day
by the presence and activities of the whole community.
It comes into being with the community, grows with the
community and disappears with the community. It depends
on the standard of civilisation, rising as it rises and falling
as it falls. As the arts, sciences and powers of production
rise or fall, so does land value. As the efficiency of public
services grows so does land value. Contrast all this with
labour products, and it will be found that the very opposite
is the tendency. The value of land rises as powers of production increase; the value of labour products falls notwithstanding the fact that taxation levied upon these
products may disguise the fall from the consumers. Since
land value rises with the usefulness of public services, we
here discover an automatic register of the benefit conferred
by those services which is to be found nowhere else. That
benefit is expressed with wonderful exactitude in the value
of land apart from improvements. Every municipal or
national service finds its reflection in the value of landas witness the effect of roads, sanitation, lighting, public
security, and the impartial administration of justice. In
measure as these improve or decline, so does the value of
land rise or fall. Every useful public service calls forth the
wherewithal to pay for itself in the land value it creates.
Thus every useful public service could be made selfsupporting under a just system of taxation.
Taxation according to Benefits Received
For the community to take this common fund and devote
it to the common good would take not a penny from the
earnings of any man. Contribution according to benefits
received is the correct principle of taxation, just as those
who occupy the best seats at the show are expected to pay
most for them. Under the present system what each man
pays towards the public services bears little or no relationship to the benefits he receives from them.
Land Value a Public Value
Here, then, in the value of land, we find a fund eminently
fitted, and seemingly, by its very nature, intended to be
used for comunal services. In this respect it stands unique;
and to play with words in describing it merely as one of
many "forms of capital", so as to confound it with labour
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products, is proof either of ignorance or of deliberate
attempt to darken counsel.
As is the case with most fundamental reforms, the remoter implications of thorough Land-Value Taxation are
perhaps more important than its immediate results. It has
been indicated how it would affect the housing scandal by
relieving houses from the burden of rates and throwing
open new opportunities to building enterprise.
Opportunity for All
Equally important is its effect on employment. In the
last analysis there is but one way in which men find employment, and that is by the application of their labour
to the raw materials of the earth, which are all embraced
in the term "land".
As Sir William Petty put it: " Labour is the father and
land the mother of all wealth." It follows that just in so
far as we allow barriers to stand between labour and land,
work becomes scarce, unemployment spreads, and wages
fall because of the competition of unemployed men. Conversely, it follows that just in so far as obstructions are
removed and access to nature's workshop becomes easy,

work comes as a matter of course, self-employment becomes easy, and distribution of wealth becomes fair.
The present system of taxation, by encouraging non-use
of valuable land (through its exemption from taxation
when unused) and heaping the load on those who make
proper use of their opportunities, provides a most formidable barrier between the would-be worker and the source of
all wealth. The true remedy is not to build new experimental social orders, but to remove those obstructions
which prevent the system we have from working properly.
If, under free conditions, that system is still found to fail,
it will be time to try another. The remedy for wrong is to
cease the wrongdoing.
This removal of barriers against equal freedom to use
the earth is the meaning of the reform here advocated;
for, under it, all natural resources would be thrown open
on fair terms to those who wish to earn their living and
the fruits of their toil would be secured to them.
The foregoing article, adapted from a pre-war pamphlet
by the late W. R. Lester, M.A., will shortly be available
as a pamphlet for general distribution. Copies may be
ordered now.

CONVERTIBILITY
But Not For The Poor Englishman
By J. FRANCIS EGGLESTON, A.I.B.
AST month in my haste I wrote that the more interCurrency that is good must pass freely over frontiers
national conferences (at Government level) the more
and from hand to hand, whether that hand be of a Dane,
confusion. I can now confirm this at my leisure. Out of
a Spaniard, a Japanese or that much-injured person, an
the series of International Monetary Fund's conferences,
Englishman.
culminating at Delhi, there has emerged a scheme of
Convertibility for foreigners brings at once two main
almost overwhelming shortsightedness, containing the
types of Sterling into existence where there should be one,
seeds of its own destruction.
and one only. Internal Sterling and External Sterling
Sterling was built up on a thousand-year old coinage
will part company, will strain away from each other, will
of silver, succeeded by a century or more when no fewer
widen the gap, which ought never to exist. Just as the
than 1,500 million golden sovereigns issued from the Mint
Dollar at 4.03 tore away from Sterling and left a new par
on Tower Hill. One might think that such concrete facts
of exchange at 2.80, so will "external" tear away from
would have influenced the minds of our monetary authori"internal" currency.
ties, and that the few mediocre books of Keynes and his
Now for the dollars. British business men have toiled
acolytes would have been brushed aside as the mere
and travelled, the craftmen have schemed and devised,
crackling of thorns under the pot of inflation. But no. The
the financiers have used their prodigious savoir faire and
nonsense-talkers of Bretton Woods, Mexico City, Instanbul
ingenuity to open a broad highway between New York
and New Delhi have sullied the fair name of Sterling. The
and London, free from discrimination and the absurdity
very centre and core of Sterling is the gold sovereign.
of "token dollar imports". Yet these valuable members of
Sovereigns are legal tender for any amount yet the Briton
the community have no automatic right to hold dollars.
is prohibited, by certain clauses of the 17,218 word ExThe gentlemen of the Bank of England are invested with
change Control, from holding them.
enormous powers of prohibition to deny the elementary
rights which Britons possessed for many generations. And
We now have "Convertibility for Foreigners only", and
the reasons alleged for this fatal policy would not pass
even then it is not convertibility on the Market in which
the first few pages of an elementary book on Foreign Exall may join. It is convertibility into the Dollar which
change, or a dozen words from Ricardo.
itself is not convertible into good gold coin. (Gold convertibility in the U.S.A. is for Central Banks only.)
There is a great deal more to this question, and the arguTo maintain its value a currency must be "homogenous".
ing of remedy is possibly contentious, but, like a golden
It must be what is best said in Latin: Quod Semper Quod
thread through our monetary life runs the precious word,
Ubique Quod Inter Omnes — Always, everywhere, beso twisted and garbled, so sneered at, so rendered ridicutween all.
lous by adjectives of casuistry—that word is FREEDOM.
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and Rates Are High" wrote: "It is easy to condemn the
holding the natron to ransom, but the real condemnation
who allow the exploitation to go on . . . . Every day the
thousands of pounds in rates and taxes because of the lack
This is still true but not a whisper
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The Future Labour Offers YOU

T F colour printing and a glossy cover can win votes,
J - t h e British Labour Party should be set for electoral
victory. The "personal guide" published late last year
to " The Future Labour Offers YOU " is lavish and compelling. But the policies outlined are threadbare, dowdy
and pitifully superficial.
The pamphlet claims that Labour rejects privilege and
demands equal opportunity—fine, radical sentiments—
but this is only in the context of youth and education.
There is complete silence about the private ownership
of the rent of land—the cause of privilege and unequal
opportunity.
Whether fear of entrenched landlordism or ignorance
is uppermost at Transport House is anybody's guess. What
is certain is that Labour has turned its back on the land
values question. It does not even promise to reform the
vicious, anachronistic rating system.
Land, in the pamphlet, is a synonym for the rural
countryside. Rather late (in view of the Government's plan
to give them £1,000 cheques), Labour offers to restore
small farmers' security. A Labour Government would
extend the range of guaranteed prices for farm products
and would provide the small farmer with credit at low
interest rates. No hint of the burden this would impose
on the taxpayer is allowed to sully the beautifully printed
page.
The farm worker is offered better wage and welfare
conditions, the ending of the tied cottage system, and a
better school for his children. But his yearning for independence will remain unassuaged until the fingers of land
monopoly are prised off the countryside — until the
Greek Kalends, so far as Labour is concerned.
For the Labour Party, it is clear, believes in the private
ownership of land. The section on "Your H o m e " promises that the Party, if returned to power, would enable
tenants with leases of 21 years or more to buy the freehold of their home.
There has been much public discussion in recent years
about the Labour Party's plan to "municipalise" some
six million privately owned rented dwellings. One looks
in vain for any mention of that scheme. Have the
moderates scored a victory over the hotheads? Has the
plan been dropped? We should like to think so. (This most
unjust, highly inflationary proposal was discussed in our
October 1958 issue.) The intelligent "floating voter" will
suspect the Labour Party's integrity until it comes out
boldly and declares where it stands on this issue which
so directly affects millions of people.

The Tones have stolen much of Labour's housing
thunder: already they are encouraging home ownership
and the modernisation of old dwellings, clearing slums,
and so on. Labour would "repeal the Rent Act", give
security to Council house tenants, and set up rent tribunals
to fix " fair rents " for both furnished and unfurnished
dwellings. Not even King Solomon sitting with two High
Court judges could fix a single "fair" rent. Only competing
owners meeting competing potential tenants in conditions
of complete freedom can arrive at a fair figure. Is it not
strange that a party which claims to be democratic should
deny people the right to have their say as to how much
rent they shall pay for their homes? Democracy does not
begin and end with the ballot box.
The housewife needs the same freedom when she goes
shopping. Labour's promises to protect her against rigged
prices, profiteering and unfair trading practices, to prevent
the manufacture of dangerous, sub-standard goods and to
require the weight and volume of a packet of soap flakes
to be clearly shown, are all very well. They are probably
unnecessary but at least they would do no harm. But what
the poor woman needs most is the protection which only
untrammelled competition can afford. When she can pick
and choose between the products offered by scores of
manufacturers in as many countries, she will get value and
service for her money. Labour, as a protectionist party,
would deny her that freedom. It has not a word to say
about the tariffs and monopoly marketing boards which
make housekeeping a torment.
Old people are offered a free chiropody service and an
increased pension, "guaranteed" against inflation. (Younger
people would look forward to a flat rate National Insurance pension and a superannuation pension.*)
It is alleged, by the way, that the trade unions cause
inflation. The charge is utterly false, the more remarkable
because of Labour's connection with the unions. The
relevant passage reads:
" One of the main causes of inflation under the Tories
is that the Government and the unions are so frequently
at loggerheads. For this the Tories have only themselves to blame . . . Labour will start with this advantage: the unions know they will not have to struggle
against a Labour Government to get a fair deal for their
members..."
It cannot be too often repeated that inflation is the polite
modern term for debasement of the currency. The government alone has the power and opportunity to increase
' See "Something for Nothing", L & L. November, 1957.
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the money supply and, thereby, to reduce the value of
each existing unit of currency. Trade unions respond to
inflation. They do not cause it.
Labour promises to maintain the value of the pound
and, what is the same thing in other words, to prevent the
cost of living from rising. To do so, it would encourage
industrial expansion and at the same time it would control
industrial building and control foreign exchange. Never
mind that there was inflation when Labour last pursued
that course.
Would the new schools and hospitals, the higher pensions and everything else Labour offers makes higher taxes
necessary? Not at all, the pamphlet declares. It would all
be met out of "Socialist expansion". The Tory brake
would be taken off industry, a plan for capital investment
would be launched, and more horsepower would be put at
the elbows of industrial and farm workers. It is as simple
as that. Whether an assurance that " controlled expansion
will make it possible to complete our full welfare programme without raising the general level of taxation"
should be taken as a pledge that the tax level would not be
raised is for the reader to decide. It is carefully worded.
Labour taxation would differ from the Tories': it would
be fair making " the wealthiest pay their fair share by
shifting the burden back from earned to unearned income,
and from personal taxation to taxes on profits. We shall
hit the spivs and the Stock Exchange gamblers by introducing a tax on capital gains, and we shall make a ruthless attack on the tax dodgers." Here shadow boxing passes
for fighting talk until we remember those hundreds (or is
it thousands?) of millions of pounds of community-created land value which a Labour Government would allow
to go into private pockets each year as it did when last in
power. We cannot help wondering whether the capital
gains tax would be levied on football pool winnings and
Premium Bond "windfalls".
Iron and Steel would be re-nationalised. Only the State,
it is wrongly alleged, can be relied upon to supply the steel
industry with the large capital funds needed for its expansion. Besides "private owners collect the dividends—and
the capital gains " and topsy-turvy economic thinking persuades Labour that this is contrary to the national interest.
Labour also looks forward to "a fully integrated transport service by both road and rail"—a suffocating
monopoly on wheels—and to this end pledges itself to renationalise road haulage. Nor would the Party " hesitate "
to nationalise other industries found, after full and careful
enquiry, to be "failing the nation".
The " back d o o r " nationalisation plan* by which the
State would buy industrial shares is still Labour policy.
The present pamphlet states that the time has come when
public control must be extended so as to ensure that the
decisions taken by the nearly 600 giant firms which
dominate production, investment, finance and trade are in
line with the nation's interests. This is the scheme which
the strongly socialist Railway Review described at the
time as unprincipled, cynical expediency, saying that it
* Reviewed in Land & Liberty, September, 1957.
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would set up " a rigid, inhuman machine which could not
be challenged, which could not be made to yield without
violent revolution". Despite the scant reference it receives
in the document under review, this is the golden-egg-laying goose on which the whole policy depends. It should
be dropped.
A Tutor's Notebook — 2

The Production
of Wealth

B

E F O R E passing to a consideration of why and how
wealth is produced, it may perhaps be helpful to
determine what is wealth.
Every person comes into this world with several basic
primitive needs—the need for air being the first prerequisite. Food and shelter come next, but already we can
see a distinction between even these primal requirements.
The air is freely available, but food and shelter have to be
obtained by human efforts.
As man advances, his needs and desires increase. The
source from which alone he can satisfy them is the very
Earth on which he stands. Whether or not these natural
resources were placed there for man's benefit by some
Higher Power of whom we know very little, they certainly
were not put there by man himself.
Whatever man draws from this storehouse and adapts
or transforms in any way for the greater satisfaction of
his desires, is Wealth. The storehouse is Land, and the
effort involved in its transformation into Wealth is Labour.
We have already seen that one of the first reasons for
the production of wealth is the basic need of man to
survive. But it does not follow, and it is in fact not true
to say, that wealth is produced "because there is a need
for i t ! " If this were the complete answer, we would not
see the contradictory state of affairs of, for example, agricultural surplus in one country, and starvation in
another. A man may feel a real need for a car, but this
"need" will be completely ignored by the car manufacturer
until he is able to translate it into what is known as
"effective demand"—that is, until he is able to pay for
a car. If we assume for sake of simplicity that the man
has earned the purchase price in direct productive labour
(that is, by producing other commodities), it is readily
seen that the man has in effect exchanged his products
for the car, the product of other men.
Despite all the complexities of modern production,
basically we all do what the supposed purchaser of the
car in the illustration did. We exchange our products or
our services for the products or services of others. In
this way we each attempt to satisfy our needs and desires
in the way for which we are each best suited. Throughout
any community, therefore, the desires of its individual
members should reach a state of balance with production.
Why this does not happen, and why from time to time
the phenomenon of "over-production" arises will be
examined in later "notes" in this series.
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READERS' MISCELLANY
Our New Regular Feature Prepared By Readers
" BETTERMENT "
Letter from Mr. Ashley Mitchell, Huddersfield, in
the Manchester Guardian, December 16.

T N your leading article "Betterment" you say, "RateP a y e r s a n d taxpayers ought not to be compelled to
pay (perhaps several times over) for land values that have
been created by the efforts of the community at large."
Also, " It must be admitted that no system of compensation and betterment-collection yet devised is both
practicable and perfectly equitable as between landowner
and citizen."
1

The main cause of confusion over the question is in
thinking only of parcels of land that may be needed by
public authorities and ignoring the values of land everywhere that are at present engrossed by private owners.
The annual ground rent paid by the owners of the new
office block on the site of Devonshire House, Piccadilly
was officially published recently as £47,000 per annum.'
That is not just one increment. It proves that land values
are re-created annually by the efforts of the community,
and equity requires that they should be collected for the'
benefit of the community. Then perhaps we might see an
end to the highway robbery that is closing another private
business. I refer to the worsted mill at Bradford, mentioned in your paper, that has to be wound up to meet
death duties.
Taxation and rating of land values would make acquisition of land by local authorities easy; it would be
cheaper and its value regularly ascertained by periodical
valuation.
FARM PRICES "DOWN U N D E R "
Mrs. B. J. Harris writes from Kimba, South Australia.

r p H E more I go through life the more I can see the
*
urgent need for Land Reform. Even in Australia
with so much undeveloped land the need for the collection
of Rent is vital because it is becoming impossible for the
youth to get on the land. Here in Kimba the price of
a farm is anything from £5,000 to £10,000 if you are in
the know of them coming on the market. What hope
has our youth got? Is it surprising that so many are
" delinquents " ?
TAXES IN TEXAS
Two days before Christmas this letter from Judge John
K. Fuchs appeared in the local New Braunfels Herald, Texas :

/ ^ V E R three hundred years ago Chief Justice Edward
^ C o k e of England fought for the Petition of Rights. He
barely escaped losing his head, as many of his followers
did. Unfortunately, we seldom avail ourselves of our rights
until the pocket book is affected. Due to my connection
with the School Board for many years and from present
investigation I happen to know that the schools are badly
in need of essential equipment.
That our people are tax conscious is not confined to our
local scene. (Witness our New Braunfels Tax League.) This
30

awareness extends to the State and Nation. In the January
1959 issue of Reader's Digest, page 29, we read: "Congress
must face the tremendous task of looking deeply into the
problem of Tax Structure."
In Saturday Evening Post, December 20, we run across
this: "The reason this Socialism by taxation goes on is
simply that most people don't know about it."
In last week's daily press Gov. Price Daniels is quoted"NEW TAX NEEDED." (But he is opposed to a Sales and
Income Tax.) From Senator Fly comes the statement that
our taxes must be "broadened." (Senator Fly is chairman
of the Texas Tax Study Commission.)
The amount of taxes imposed should certainly be
minimised, but far more important is what to tax, and how
to go about it. Instead of following a great American —
Henry George—we have been wittingly or, to be charitable,
unwittingly, following Karl Marx. There are two questions
—what can we do now, and what should we do for the
future? If we merely act from a selfish standpoint we get
nowhere.
SOME POMPEY PERSONALITIES
Mr. H. R. Lee, honorary secretary of the Portsmouth
L.V.T. League, contributes these recollections :

n n H E good fellow who brought the philosophy of
1
Henry George to Portsmouth, more than sixty years
ago, was the late J. H. McGuigan. He had a gift of
oratory and this, with his patent sincerity and ready wit,
soon gathered round him a following from which the
Portsmouth League was formed. Due to this being a
dockyard and services town, the League's fortunes have
fluctuated, many of its members being dispersed during
the two wars, but even although its present membership'
is small it remains active. Mr. McGuigan never missed
an opportunity—at Liberal, Tory and Trades Council
meetings—to hammer home the need for the taxation of
land values. He was a keen swimmer and it was said
that even in the water, if he had a companion, he would
emphasise the importance of the land question!
We had visits in those days from many Single Taxers.
I think the first was that brilliant little man, the late
Fredk. Verinder. He was then in his prime and full of
good humour. A by-election occurred during the Lloyd
George campaign. Candidates were Lord Charles Berres-'
ford, Tory, and Mr. E. G. Hemmerde, Liberal. The
latter pushed L.V.T. for all he was worth and that brought
to Portsmouth many outstanding Land Values men, including the two former editors of Land & Liberty, John
Paul and A. W. Madsen, and E. McHugh, Fred Skirrow,
Josiah Wedgwood and Alexander Ure. The Tories won
but the League had had a glorious campaign.
An amusing recollection is of the visit we received
from Joseph Fels, the American naptha soap millionaire.
The League was always short of funds and we had dreams
of great help. Someone had to meet Fels at the station.
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As wages were low we agreed among ourselves that
McGuigan should meet him and the rest of us would
make up his lost pay at the end of the week. Imagine our
surprise when McGuigan came up to us after the meeting
to see whether we had enough between us to pay Fels'
rail fare back to London as he had arrived with little
money in his pocket! The late Joseph Fels, to his eternal
credit, was a generous subscriber to the Land Values
movement in both Britain and the United States. His
sympathies were with the struggling masses.
When the people turn to the natural laws of justice
instead of being fooled by the palliatives that scarcely
even palliate, the work done by the past veterans of our
movement is bound to have its effect.
THE SEVENTEENTH
Mr. F. H. Brookes, Derby, believes that, although they are not
easily persuaded, readers of the Socialist Leader genuinely desire
to learn the truth. (The response to our advertisements in that paper
supports this.) Only one of the 18 letters he sent the editor last
year was rejected. This paragraph is taken from one published
December 20 :
,

T , H E obvious solution to the unemployment problem
is to encourage individualism so that more businesses
may arise into which the unemployed may be absorbed.
There would be no unemployment problem if competition
existed among employers for men instead of amongst men
for jobs. But this condition can only be achieved when the
primary cause of unemployment has been removed, which
is the withholding of land from use, and the denial of
access to it.
THE IRON HAND
Keith Baynes in The Liberal News, January 1.

T

HERE is much nonsense at present being talked on the
subject of unemployment. The main reason given for
the recession is "a falling off of demand".
Apart from inflation, there is only one thing that can
demand goods and services, and thereby the labour of
those producing the goods and services—and that is the
goods and services produced by other people. In the community as a whole the supply and demand of goods and
services are one and the same thing.
If then there is a falling off of demand, it must be
because of a similar falling off of supply—in other words,
somewhere along the chain of production there has been
a failure. The question is where?
Why should production as a whole slacken? Are there
not enough workers? The very reverse is true. Is there
insufficient capital? Not judging by the rate that interest
rates are dropping, or by the fact that much industrial
capacity is crying out to be used. What then? Whether we
like it or not we are forced back to the land problem.
What has happened is this. Because of the continuing
post-war boom, partly natural and partly caused by inflation, speculation in land has reached a new peak. Land
rents are not based on current worth, but on anticipated
future values. These speculative rents have advanced so
far ahead of reality that businessmen have been forced to
say "no". They have been forced by sky-high land prices
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to abandon development schemes, new enterprises or extensions of old ones. Exorbitant rents on renewals of leases
have forced many out of business.
This is the impediment to production, the iron hand
which has curbed expansion. This is the true cause of unemployment. And until we have an enlightened Liberal
policy of Land-Value Taxation, this country will suffer
either unemployment or inflation—or both.
REAPING WHAT OTHERS SOWED
Mr. Erich Zincke, Hanover, writes: "A few weeks ago I read in the ...
Welt am Sonntag (Hamburg) an article that sounds as if it might have
been written by Henry George himself. It reads:

THE LAND QUESTION IN IRAQ
S E V E N T Y per cent of the oil revenues of Iraq — a
^ c o u n t r y blessed with ample oil and water and, therefore,
offering excellent prospects for development—have been
spent on economic development projects and schemes to
improve social conditions. You need only look at the
Baghdad of today and compare it to the Baghdad of 5
years ago. You need only look at the huge dams near
Samarra and in the northern mountains, the river regulations and irrigation canals, the new bridges, roads,
hospitals, and schools. You can easily find plenty of most
imposing schemes.
There are two reasons why the masses are not satisfied.
The first is that years must elapse before even the grandest
irrigation schemes can have their full effect. The second
is that the benefits resulting from modernisation and
improvement are reaped by the sheiks and large landowners. The man who tills the soil does not own it. He
is only a tenant, almost a bondsman who has to deliver
at least half of his return—and often 80 per cent—to the
landowner. It is from this disproportion that the political
power of the small feudal class has arisen. This maladjustment of social conditions was the main cause of the Iraq
revolution.
ANALOGY
Sent by Mrs. S. M. Willott, Bala, N. Wales.

T

HE criminal law forbids a man to obstruct an urban
thoroughfare for a few minutes with a car. But it
takes no account of such outrages on the permanent property of a great people.
Mrs. Willmott writes: "This illustration is used, rather
ineptly, to point the alleged case for Imperial Preference
by Sir Arthur Bryant in his 'English Saga: 1840-1940'
(p.332)." She considers it more apposite to the Land
Question. Readers will agree.
L.V.T. IN A NUTSHELL
By some of our readers

L

AND without people has no value, but as people congregate on the land and bid for the choicest locations,
rent appears and advances as population increases. Since
only the people in the community can produce the rent of
land it follows that the people of the community alone are
entitled to that which they alone have produced.—Mr.
Robert H. Ritchey, Albany, N.Y.
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Land-value taxation is the assertion of all men's equal
and inalienable Right to Life, Liberty and the pursuit
of Happiness.—Mr. Ole Wang, Norway.
L.V.T. is the only way to support government without
taxing those who produce the wealth and without increasing the cost of living.—Mr. J. Rupert Mason, San Francisco.
A CHALLENGING INVITATION
Mr. Keith W. Baynes writes from Ilford, Essex :

It is unfortunate that the ideals of free and equal
access to the sources of all material wealth, and the free
exchange of wealth produced, are so difficult to explain
with convincing conciseness. The problem has long
been worrying me. I have a personal interest in the matter
because at the General Election I shall be acting as Agent
to a very fine Georgeist candidate. How best to put our
case briefly and simply on paper to tens of thousands of
people ?
I am experimenting with two lines of approach. First:
Government should have its own income, pointing out
that if Governments are allowed to take a part of what
rightly belongs to individuals, a bad Government might
decide to take all instead of just a part. Second: To
ask, " I s a good tax possible?", mentioning the special
defects of present and some proposed taxes, deciding the
attributes of a Good Tax, and then showing how LandValue Taxation has these attributes.
Much more of our efforts ought to be devoted to considering how to put our case to masses of people because
if we cannot do so successfully we are wasting our time
•
*
•
Readers' views are invited. If you can explain our
policy tersely and lucidly please send not more than 500
words to Readers' Miscellany for publication. All entries
received will be passed to Mr. Baynes.
WANTED : A MODERN 1381 —
Letter in the Railway Review, January 2.

Y O U R stirring article on John Ball prompts these
questions. If the whole rent of land collected for
the equal benefit of every man, woman and child so that
no person or company could charge another for occupying
a section of our Motherland, and if, as a result, all taxes
were taken off the rewards for, and results of, human
work would not John Ball's vision of a just and brotherly
society be translated into actual fact?
Should not we "industrial peasants" of the mid-twentieth
century revolt against the private appropriation of the
communal fund of land rent which exists and is maintained
only because of our presence and activities? Should we not
clamour against wrongful taxation which is nothing short
of robbery with violence? Should we not demand that
Customs Houses and other archaic barriers which separate
us from our brothers overseas, and prevent us from exchanging freely our labour products with them to our
mutual advantage be abolished forthwith? Should not the
Labour Party and the Railway Review give a lead? And
if not, can any reader explain why not?
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— OR AN IMPROVED 1692 ?
Mr. Frederick Dyer writes from Gunnislake, Cornwall.

T
H E whole future of the Kingdom was changed on
J - November 21, 1660, by an Act which the Convention Parliament passed by a majority of only 2 votes
(151 to 149). Up to then the "Single T a x " was the
recognised law of the land. England was a feudal
monarchy, and public expenditures in both peace and war
were defrayed by the various feudatories. Any deficiency
was met out of the public property vested in the King
for the time being and by taxes on land granted by
Parliament.
A feeble, tardy attempt to restore justice came in 1692
when an Act was passed imposing the Land Tax and
providing for an Increment Value Duty to be paid on a
landholder's death.
This Land Tax was abolished in 1949 by the then
Labour Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir Stafford Cripps.
He ought, instead, to have extended it to all lands at
their present day valuation. As far back as 1897 it was
stated officially that if the Land Tax had been applied on
a current valuation to all lands it would have brought
in £40 million a year. In fact, because of exemptions
and an outdated valuation, it then yielded only £750,000.
INSTEAD OF ROCKETRY
To the Editor of Land & Liberty.
Sir.—The U.S.A. and Russia are fiercely competing
with space rockets. Scientists and others in Britain talk
of interplanetary travel and deplore our failure to compete
in the race to the moon.
An American investigating committee has recently
reported that 85 per cent of the world's population is
underfed and that matters are likely to get worse. There
is a surplus of over 2,000 million bushels of wheat in
the principal wheat producing countries. What a madly
inconsistent world. Whilst millions are starving, governments are spending on scientific fireworks money obtained
by fiscal measures which rob producers of the rewards
of their labour and restrict the free exchange of their
products.
Is not the maldistribution of wealth in this age of
progress a greater challenge than the conquest of outer
space? But perhaps we shall find on another planet a
race of people who have solved this age old social
problem of poverty in the midst of progress. — Yours &c,,
STEPHEN MARTIN,'

Sidcup, Kent.
HERBERT T. OWENS
We regret to report the passing of Mr. Herbert T. Owens, a
veteran Canadian Georgeist at his home in St. Lambert, Quebec,
last November. For many years he ran the Henry George School
in Toronto. Mr. Owens was author of "Land Value Taxation in
Canadian Local Government", published in 1954 to counteract
the influence of Reports hostile to the continued exemption of
buildings from local taxation issued by Provincial Commissioners in
B.C., Alberta and Saskatchewan. Our condolences go to his wife
son and daughter, and to his co-workers in the Canadian land
values movement.
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